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Abstract
In the current trend, design pattern has been widely used for improving software quality. However, using design patterns is not easy, developers need to understand their complex structure and behavior, and have to apply them in the correctly. Therefore, several approaches are proposed to check the violence of pattern application in a system. We argue only static checking to pattern structure is not enough, dynamic testing to test the patterns’ semantics is necessary. In this paper, we propose a test model for design patterns. We explore the potential error point of each design pattern thoroughly, and provide a testing guideline for each pattern application.

1 Introduction
In the current trend, design pattern has been widely used for improving software quality. In the academic research, design pattern is one of important research area and applied in different areas, many design pattern detection approaches are proposed, some work discuss pattern quality metrics, design pattern formalization and specification, and its benefits.

However, using design patterns is not easy, developers need to understand their complex structure and behavior, and have to apply them in the right way. Based on my teaching experience and some research reports, we know some patterns are applied in the wrong way. Therefore, several approaches are proposed to check the violence of pattern application in a system. We think only static checking to pattern structure is not enough, dynamic testing to test the patterns’ semantics is necessary.

In this paper, we propose a test model for design patterns. We explore the potential error point of each design pattern thoroughly, and provide a testing guideline for each pattern application.

For example, when we apply Singleton pattern, we should conduct the following tests: creating two objects and check if they have the same references. Another example is Strategy, when we applied strategy a with this paper, and replace it by another algorithm b, they should have the same behavior, that is, the same output. The following code shows the testing context:

```java
class TestStrategyDesignPattern {
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We use JUnit-like approach to test the Strategy-applied system. Different design pattern has different properties, therefore the test methods are also different. In this paper we will explore possible approach for them.

1.1 Paper outline

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we describe the related work to this research. Section 3 introduces the details of our approach by two design pattern examples. Section 4 summarizes our approach and future work.

2 Related work

2.1 Pattern testing

Chu and Hsueh proposed test refactoring approach in a pattern driven development. Test-first strategy and code refactoring are the important practices of Extreme Programming for rapid development and quality support. The test-first strategy emphasizes that test cases are designed before system implementation to
keep the correctness of artifacts during software development; whereas refactoring is the removal of “bad smell” code for improving quality without changing its semantics. However, the test-first strategy may conflict with code refactoring in the sense that the original test cases may be broken or inefficient for testing programs, which are revised by code refactoring. In general, the developers revise the test cases manually since it is not complicated. However, when the developers perform a pattern-based refactoring to improve the quality, the effort of revising the test cases is much more than that in simple code refactoring (see Fig. 2). To address this problem, the composition relationship and the mapping rules between code refactoring and test case refactoring are identified, which infer a test case revision guideline in pattern-based refactoring. A four-phase approach to guide the construction of the test case refactoring for design patterns is developed.

To understand the application context for a pattern in a system, Lin proposed a Design Pattern Unit Test (DPUT) approach, which utilizes java Annotation skill to record the pattern utilization and verifies with the exception in the DPUT. This research also design a software framework to help developers design the DPUP in a specification basis. The code is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in which can automatically transform DPUT into class diagram for better understanding. For the system maintainers they can find out the errors in the earlier phases.

2.2 Pattern evaluation

Huston [10] provides an analysis method to examine whether design patterns are compatible with design quality metrics. Each pattern solution has a non-pattern solution that provides a simple solution if that pattern is not adopted. The comparison of the metric score returned for a non-pattern solution against that for a pattern solution is employed for examining the compatibility. For example, the Mediator design pattern is compatible with the coupling factor metric (COF) if the pattern is intended to promote loose coupling, and the COF degree of a design with Mediator is significantly less than that of design without the pattern. The research results display little pattern-metric conflicts, that is, using design patterns can reduce high metric scores, which might otherwise cause low-quality alarm.

Hsueh et al [9] improves Huston’s approach and propose a general approach to verify if a design pattern is well-design. The approach is based on the object oriented quality model. They decompose a design pattern into functional requirement and non-functional requirement parts, both of them have related structure to realize the requirements. A quality focus is also defined to formally identify the intent of the
design pattern. If the quality focus is not consistent with the structures, the design pattern will be seen as a conflicting design.

In other efforts, there have been attempts to quantify differences between using patterns and non-pattern versions in different contexts, such as game development [1] or a software engineering course [4]. Ampatzoglou and Chatzigeogiou use a qualitative and a quantitative approach to evaluate the benefits of using patterns in game development [1]. They perform the evaluation on two real open-source games under the versions of implementation with pattern and without pattern. The results of experiments show that the application of patterns can reduce complexity and coupling, as well as increase the cohesion of the software. Chatzigeorgiou et al. [4] assign each student team attended the software engineering course to deliver a software application with and without patterns for assessing students' comprehension and the benefits of patterns. In addition to collecting problems from students' reports, they also ask students to provide the measured values with 7 metrics for comparing the non-pattern and the pattern versions. The experiment reveals some points related to the efficient learning of design patterns in a software engineering course.

3 Our approach

To design the test model for pattern testing, we have to consider the following issues:

• Correctness and Precision. Correctness considers if all faults can be explored by the proposed test cases, and Precision considers if the test can explore the faults in an efficient way. Our test model should satisfy correctness and precision.

• Coverage. In general we have many coverage strategies for testing, for example statement coverage or branch coverage. When we test we should enlarge the coverage as we can. Therefore we should care about the normal cases, boundary cases and exception cases. When we utilize this concept to testing a pattern-applied system, what are the boundary cases and exception cases?

Potential Pattern Violation (PPV) To test the pattern-applied application more efficiently, we propose the concept of Potential Pattern Violation (PPV). Each pattern has different potential violation that may happen in the application.

Test Pattern for Design Pattern (TP4DP) One of the benefits of design pattern is it is well structured and contains executable code for programmers. Our TP4DP follows the same concept. A test pattern has the following sections:

• Pattern name: the pattern under test;
• Potential pattern violation: the possible issues when applying the pattern;
• Testing guideline: the guideline to test the pattern;
• Demo code: same code to test the pattern.

In the following, we describe the concept by examples.
3.1 Testing “Singleton” pattern

Pattern Name: Singleton The intent of the Singleton is to ensure a class has only one instance, and provide a global point of access to it.

Potential Pattern Violation There are two PPV in the Singleton pattern:

- PPV1: When we create two objects from the same class, they refer to different objects.
- PPV2: The original object constructor is not set to be private.

Testing guideline

- To test PPV1: Creating two objects of the same Singleton class, check if there are equal by using the operator “==”.
- To test PPV2: Using code review to test this violation. Observer if the original object constructor is set to private, if No, the design does not pass the PPV2 test. Another approach is using static check by Java reflection mechanism.

Demo code (PPV1) Here is the demo code for the class Radio:

```java
1 class TestRadio {
2     void testRadioSingletonPPE1() {
3         Radio r1 = Radio.instance();
4         Radio r2 = Radio.instance();
5         assertTrue(r1==r2); "Singleton is violated";
6     }
7 }
```

3.2 Testing “Observer” pattern

Pattern name: Observer The intent of Observer is to “define a one-to-many dependency between objects so that when one object changes state, all its dependent are notified and updated automatically.” To achieve this aim, the pattern encapsulate the core (or common or engine) components in a Subject abstraction, and the variable (or optional or user interface) components in an Observer hierarchy.

The Observer object should register to the subject initially. When the subject changes state, the registers (observers) will get notified and react to the message. Note that all observers implement the same interface (called Observer) such that the Subject can communicate with them.

Potential Pattern Violation When we implement this pattern, we may make error when we have single or many observers registering to the subject, especially on the extreme case- the first and the last observer and when no observer registers to the subject.
• PPV1: When Subject changes state, the Observer object does not get notified. For the boundary testing, we do two more tests:
  – PPV1.1: The first register does not get notified;
  – PPV1.2: The last register does not get notified;
• PPV2: No objects register to the subject. The system behaves abnormally when the subject object changes state.
• PPV3: The Subject is coupled not only to the Observer base class but also its subclasses.

Guideline  To test PPV1, we should create some Observers and register to the subject, and then change state to cause the event trigger. Check if the observer update its view or state. In most cases the observers update its state by changing GUI view and is difficult to check by program, in this case we can check by our direct observation (by eyes). Note that we should be careful to see the first and last observer to meet the PPV1.1 and PPV1.2.

To test PPV2, we change the state of the Subject before the Observers register to the Subject, and then check if any abnormality occur. PPV3 needs a static verification to check if the Subject class navigate the concrete observer class. The design pattern checking tool (such as pattern4) can identify what is the Observer class, and then we verify if the Subject navigates (refers to) any Observer implementation classes.

Demo code  To test PPV1 and PPV2, we create some Observers and check if the first and last observer will get the notification.

```java
class TestObserver {
    void testObserverPPV1() {
        Subject s = new Subject();
        Observer obs1 = new XObserver();
        Observer obs2 = new YObserver();
        Observer obs3 = new YObserver();
        s.addObserver(obs1);
        s.addObserver(obs2);
        s.addObserver(obs3);
        s.changeState();
    }

    void testObserverPPV2() {
        Subject s = new Subject();
        s.changeState();
    }
}
```

4 Conclusion

In this paper we propose an idea of pattern test for guiding the programs with patterns applied. We believe a program is error-prone when they are designed in delicate and complex structure. Design patterns are
good for flexible design but not easy to understand and apply. For pattern beginners we need a guideline, framework or tool to help them. We demonstrate two examples of Singleton and Observer to illustrate our ideas. In the future we will explore more design patterns and develop a framework for the pattern test.
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